There’s a pebble in my shoe,
Where there was nothing before.

Did it come from the street?
Where I went to hear the drums.
*Dhum! Dhuma! Dhum!*
Or did it come from the sky?
Dropped by a cloud, a bird or a clumsy giant.
There’s a pebble in my shoe,  
Where there was nothing before.  

Did it come from the park?  
Where I made friends with a frog.  
Trrr! Trrrr! Trrrr!
Or did it come on a flying carpet?
From a story told long ago.
Did it come on a train?
Chugging all the way from Lahore.
*Chuk! Chuk! Chuk!*
Or did it swim all the way here?
With a sea monster far away from home.
There’s a pebble in my shoe
Where there was nothing before.
Did it come here riding in a fish truck?
Chased by hungry crows.
Ka! Ka! Ka!
Or did it come from the library?
Where I went to borrow a story.
There’s a pebble in my shoe,
Where there was nothing before.
Oh, where could it have come from?
If only I knew.
Oh, look! There's a feather in my shoe!
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A Pebble in My Shoe  
(English)  

Where did the pebble in Ronu’s shoe come from? Did a giant throw it from the sky above? Or did a sea monster bring the pebble in its jaw? If only Ronu knew!
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